The IMAGES of WAR Archive

This War Archive comprehensively covers the period from 1900 through to the end of the Second World War in 1945. The more than 200 hours of footage have now been fully indexed and are available on www.warfootage.com where an easy to operate search engine makes every scene easily accessible.

In addition we are currently indexing a New Archive consisting of 30 hours of predominantly colour footage covering later events such as, for example, the Korean War, the invasion of Grenada, the first Gulf War, the conflict with Libya as well as Warsaw Pact and Nato manoeuvres.

The new archive is sourced from productions including Land Based Bombers and Fighters, Combat Helicopters, Soviet Airpower, Modern Missiles, Fighting Ships, Aircraft Carriers, Submarine Warfare plus productions dedicated to the Phantom and the Tornado. A full listing of source programmes is now available.